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ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT TO CITIZENS
This report is a brief outline of the activities
during 1994. The financial position of the town re-
mained stable and our annual audit indicated that.
Anyone wishing to check the town's financial condition
is welcome to do so at the Town Office.
The town had one major project this year: the new
Groveton Water System. The water project started in
May and finished in late December. We had 8100 feet of
new 8" water line main put in on Brown Road and down
part of State Street. We have two gravel packed wells
and a new water pump station located just off the Brown
Road. We have a large water tank in Groveton off
Winter Street that holds 685,000 gallons. We have a
smaller tank in Northumberland at the old reservoir
site that holds 135,000 gallons. The Lost Nation
System has a small pump station with two wells that
feed a 10,000 gallon storage tank placed in the ground.
A new 6" water main was put in from the tank to the
existing water main. The town had three individual
wells drilled in the Lost Nation area at the Emery,
Hart and Perry homes.
We continue to be active in the Androscoggin
Valley Regional Refuse Disposal District. The town's
recycling program is satisfactory but we need to con-
tinue to get more of the recyclables out of the waste
stream
.
Our road and maintenance crew had a full season
with many projects completed. We continue to upgrade
our sidewalks in town: West Street was completed in
1994. We had numerous water jobs: new hydrants, new
shut off valves, etc. The Page Hill was partly paved
and about 2/3 of the road was graveled.
After many years of engineering and surveying by
the State of New Hampshire, ground was broken for the
new Route 3 bridge coming into Groveton. Work started
in early summer and has continued throughout the year.
The bridge is scheduled to be completed in late 1995.
This has been a trying year for the Selectmen. In
May, I resigned after being reelected in March for 3
years. Bob Perras was appointed to fill that position.
Due to the Perras Saw Mill fire, Bob was forced to
resign. Ron Guerin was appointed to fill in until
March 1995. Mike Mills resigned at the end of November
to enjoy his retirement in Florida for the winter.
Gilbert Major was appointed to fill this position.
I wish to express my appreciation to the Board of
Selectmen for all their help. I want to thank all the
town employees for their services to the town and the
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Northumberland
Northumberland, New Hampshire 03582
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements and the combining and individual fund financial
statements of the Town of Northumberland New Hampshire as of, and
for the year ended December 31, 1993, as listed in the table of
contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As is the practice with many New Hampshire municipalities,
the Town of Northumberland, New Hampshire has not maintained a
record of its general fixed assets and, accordingly, a statement
of general fixed assets, required by generally accepted
accounting principles, is not included in the financial report.
As explained in Note 2, the Water and Sewer Funds are
reported as Special Revenue Funds, whereas generally accepted





In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial
statements of the omission described in the third paragraph and
except as noted in the fourth paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of
Northumberland, New Hampshire as of December 31, 1993, and the
results of its operations and cash flows of its similar trust
fund types for the year then ended in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. Also, in our opinion, the
combining and individual fund financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of each of the individual funds of the Town of
Northumberland, New Hampshire as of December 31, 1993, and the
results of operations of such funds and the cash flows of
nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on
the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole and on
the combining and individual fund financial statements. The
accompanying financial information listed as the supplemental
schedule in the table of contents is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial
statements of the Town of Northumberland, New Hampshire. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied
in the audit of the general purpose, combining, and individual
fund financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
presented in all material respects in relation to the financial
statements of each of the respective individual funds taken as a
whole.
Very truly yours,



























































































EXHIBIT A TOWN OF NORTHUMBERLAND
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET






Cash $ 591,678.57 $256,047.68 $ 74,657,.70
Investments 0.00 0.00 1,696,051,.95
Taxes Receivable (Net of
Allowances for
Uncollectables) 342,989.55 0.00 0,.00
Accounts Receivable 22,882.84 39,782.00 0..00
Due From Other
Governments 3,013.49 0.00 0..00
Due From Other Funds 38,859.62 0.00 677..82
Tax Deeded Property 3,526.11 0.00 0.,00
Amount to Be Provided
For Retirement
of Debt and
Other Obligations 0.00 0.00 0. 00
Total Assets $1,002,950,18 $295,829. 68_ SI. 771. 387. 47
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities:
Accts/Warrants Payable
Accrued Payroll & Taxes
Due to School District
Due to Other Funds
Deferred Revenue

















































& Fund Equity $1,002,950.18 [9.68 $1,771,387.47
TAX COLLECTOR'S IREFORT










TAX SALE COSTS 3,915.50
LAND USE CHANGE 295.00
YIELD 9,460.84





WATER & SEWER 332.00 162.00
INTEREST:
DELINQUENT TAXES 2,030.97 11,612.55
YIELD 47.60 1,431.59 37 .87
TOTAL DEBITS $2,152,504.00 $274,084.11 $1,459 .87
REMITTED TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR:
PROPERTY 1,754,644.36 205,176.84
TAX SALE COSTS 3,915.50
LAND USE CHANGE 295.00
YIELD 7,994.84 8,685.00 1,422 00




YIELD TAX 47.60 1,093.59 37 87










WATER & SEWER 33,868.00
TOTAL CREDITS $2,152,504.00 $274,084.11 $1,459.87
TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1994
1994 1993 1992
UNREDEEMED LIENS
AS OF 1/01/94 83,799.04 51,159.59
LIENS EXECUTED 140,065.57
INTEREST/COSTS COLL.
AFTER LIEN 2,429.72 8,208.25 15,780.84
OVERPAYMENT 204.61
TOTAL DEBITS $ 142,495.29 $ 92,211.90 $ 66,940.43
REMITTED TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR:
REDEMPTIONS 43,931.02 37,017.22 38,419.62
INTEREST & COSTS 2,429.72 8,208.25 15,780.84




AS OF 12/31/94 87,638.70 36,915.90 3,456.75




TOWN CLERK " S FINANCIALREPORT
FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994
AUTO PERMITS (2844) $181,430.50
MUNICIPAL AGENT DECAL SALES 5,957.60
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DETAIL OE REVENUES EOR 1_994
LOCAL TAXES CURRENT YEAR
Property Taxes 1,754,644.36
Property Tax Interest 2,030.97
National Bank Stock 35.30
Yield Tax 7,994.84
Yield Tax Interest 47.60
Use Change Tax 295.00
LOCAL TAXES PREVIOUS YEARS
Property Taxes 205,176.84
Property Taxes Interest 11,612.55
Yield Tax 10,107.00
Yield Tax Interest 1,131.46
Tax Lien 119,367.86
Tax Lien Interest 26,418.81
LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES
Regis, of Motor Vehicles 181,430.50
M.V. Decal Sales 5,957.60
Town Record Fees 2,950.24
Dog Licenses 3,715.00
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
Town Officers Expense 1,205.20
Election & Registration 60.98
Planning & Zoning 766.50
Sale of Equipment 1,379.99
Building Permits 770.00
Police Department 1,441.65
Court Fines - Police 2,024.00
DARE Program - Police 1,310.75
Dump Revenues 1,362.00
Ambulance Services 32,211.38
General Welfare Reimbursement 573.72
Recreation Revenues 4,278.74
FICA Retire. Refunds 103.99
Unemployment Dividends 353.19
Insurance Refunds & Dividends 2,184.95
Comp Funds Dividends 28,132.97
NH Bond Bank Refunds 716.81
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Gas Tax Refunds 2,025.20




Forest Land Reimbursement 3,013.49
Tree Planting Project 1,750.00
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS & TRANSFERS
Capital Reserve Transfers 2,200.00
Interest on Investments 606.89
Interest on Checking 1,552.19
Interest on Payroll Checking 69.09
Payment in Lieu of Taxes 13,159.23
Sale Town Property 27,202.91
Interest on Gen Fund Invest 4,735.64
Tax Sale Costs 3.91.5.50
TOTAL REVENUES $3,038,282.51
12






























Principle on Long Term Notes






Highway Dept . Radios Art. 9
Library Windows Art. 14
Juvenile Diversion Program Art. 10
Eagles Nest Art. 15
Ambulance Capital Reserve Art. 12
Recreation Dept. Art. 16


















































Interest on Checking Acct 1,057.40
Int. from Taxes 47.00
Int. on Investment Acct 165. 30
TOTAL WATER REVENUES $ 103,553.70
EXPENSES
Pipe & Fittings 13,693.53






















Insurance - Workers' Comp 2,150.00
FICA/Medicare 1,874.30
Town Officers Expenses 1.458.31
TOTAL WATER EXPENSES $ 106,349.15
14




Interest on Checking Account
Int. from Taxes

























































TOTAL SEWER EXPENSES $76,997.02
15
TREASURER'S RECONCILIATION OF CASH
BALANCE (BEGINNING OF YEAR 1994) $ 44,509.33
RECEIPTS (1-1-94 TO 12-31-94) $4,885,889.08
PAYMENTS (1-1-94 TO 12-31-94) $4,884,129.78





MONEY MARKET PLUS WATER ACCOUNT (CLSD.)
MONEY MARKET PLUS NO. SEWER ACCOUNT (CLSD.)
GROVETON HOUSING ASSIST. RECOV. ACCOUNT
BARK LEASE ESCROW ACCOUNT
FORREST MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
REGULAR CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT




WATER FUND PROJECT ACCOUNT
NORTHUMBERLAND VILLAGE SEWER ACCOUNT




$ 1 ,759 . 30
$ —3 ,625 .14
$ 12 ,936 .67
$ Q . 00
$ o . 00
$ 24 ,771 . 20
$ 4 ,515 .01
$ 46 ,829 .49
$ 561 ,819 .26
$ 13 ,339 .88
$ . 00
$ 14 900 .41
Z ,400 .46
$ 580 ,321 .29





Balance Additions Withdrawn Balance
Beginning During During End of
Name of Fund Year Year Year Year
Cemetery 46,100.59 1,800.00 $47,900.59






Ambulance 3,400.00 3,400.00 $6,800.00
Fire Truck 0.00 4,825.00 $4,825.00
Retirement 1,000.00 $1,000.00
Landfill 0.00 1,661.71 $1,661.71
Cruiser 0.00 2,125.00 $2,125.00
INCOME
Balance Income Expended Balance
Beginning During During End of
Name of Fund Year Year Year Year
Cemetery 23,197.99 3,173.81 2,200.00 $24,171.80
Library Trust 1,071.36 204.99 $1,276.35
(Matthews)
School Building 0.00 534.69 $534.69
Main tennance
Northumberland 20,423.63 2,472.14 $22,895.77
School Handicap
Ambulance 602.34 190.69 $793.03
Fire Truck 6,293.56 333.43 $6,626.99
Retirement 384.67 65.59 $450.26
Landfill 0.00 41.80 $41.80
Cruiser 0.00 41.41 $41.41
17
SCHEDULE OF INTEREST AMD PRINCIPAL
Amount $1-4 8-80 ,000 ate
WATER PROJECT BOND









2/15/95 0.00 48 ,978.75 48 ,978.75
8/15/95 95,000.00 48 ,978.75 143 ,978.75
2/15/96 0.00 46 ,461.25 46 ,461.25
8/15/96 95,000.00 46 ,461.25 141 ,461.25
2/15/97 0.00 43 ,943.75 43 ,943.75
8/15/97 95,000.00 43 ,943.75 138 ,943.75
2/15/98 0.00 41 ,426.25 41 ,426.25
8/15/98 95,000.00 41 ,426.25 136 ,426.25
2/15/99 0.00 38 ,908.75 38 ,908.75
8/15/99 95,000.00 38 ,908.75 133 ,908.75
2/15/00 0.00 36 ,391.25 36 ,391.25
8/15/00 95,000.00 36 ,391.25 131 391.25
2/15/01 0.00 33 ,873.75 33 ,873.75
8/15/01 95,000.00 33 ,873.75 128 ,873.75
2/15/02 0.00 31 546.25 31 ,546.25
8/15/02 95,000.00 31 546.25 126 ,546.25
2/15/03 0.00 29 ,123.75 29 123.75
8/15/03 95,000.00 29 123.75 124 123.75
2/15/04 0.00 26 653.75 26 653.75
8/15/04 95,000.00 26 653.75 121 653.75
2/15/05 0.00 24 100.63 24 100.63
8/15/05 95,000.00 24 100.63 119 100.63
2/15/06 0.00 21. 488.13 21 488.13
8/15/06 95,000.00 21, 488.13 116 488.13
2/15/07 0.00 18. 780.63 18 780.63
8/15/07 95,000.00 18. 780.63 113 780.63
2/15/08 0.00 16, 073.13 16 073.13
8/15/08 95,000.00 16. 073.13 111 073.13
2/15/09 0.00 13. 365.63 13 365.63
8/15/09 95,000.00 13. 365.63 108 365 . 63
2/15/10 0.00 10. 575.00 10 575.00
8/15/10 90,000.00 10. 575.00 100. 575.00
2/15/11 0.00 7 931.25 7. 931.25
8/15/11 90,000.00 7, 931.25 97, 931.25
2/15/12 0.00 5. 287.50 5, 287.50
8/15/12 90,000.00 5 287.50 95. 287.50
2/15/13 0.00 2 643.75 2, 643.75
8/15/13 90.000.00 2. 643.75 92. 643.75
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Payment Principal Interest Payment
Date Payable Payable Due
2/15/95 10,000.00 3,110.00 13,110.00
8/15/95 0.00 2,670.00 2,670.00
2/15/96 10,000.00 2,670.00 12,670.00
8/15/96 0.00 2,230.00 2,230.00
2/15/97 10,000.00 2,230.00 12,230.00
8/15/97 0.00 1,790.00 1,790.00
2/15/98 5,000.00 1,790.00 6,790.00
8/15/98 0.00 1,567.50 1,567.50
2/15/99 5,000.00 1,567.50 6,567.50
8/15/99 0.00 1,345.00 1,345.00
2/15/00 5,000.00 1,345.00 6,345.00
8/15/00 0.00 1,122.50 1,122.50
2/15/01 5,000.00 1,122.50 6,122.50
8/15/01 0.00 900.00 900.00
2/15/02 5,000.00 900.00 5,900.00
8/15/02 0.00 675.00 675.00
2/15/03 5,000.00 675.00 5,675.00
8/15/03 0.00 450.00 450.00
2/15/04 5,000.00 450.00 5,450.00
8/15/04 0.00 225.00 225.00




On behalf of the Officers, I would like to thank all the
citizens of Northumberland for their continued support and
assistance during the year.
I would like everyone to know that the 1994 D.A.R.E class
taught by Trooper Perreault of the New Hampshire State
Police, along with an Officer from the Northumberland Police
Department was very well received by the 5th grades.
We are still seeing an increase with troubled teens in Town.
We have and are still working with the Schools and parents of
these Teens to try to help. I feel that we have made some
progress but have a long way to go.
The Town had a rash of burglaries over the summer, We are
still working on these crimes. We have talked with several
other Towns and State Police about these. We are all working
toward clearing these with arrest. We have several leads that
are being checked, including talking with other States, who
have had the same type of crimes.
I would also like the Town's people to That we have hired 2
part-time Officers, they come with a total of over 40 years
of experience, they are Officer Doug Menzies and Officer
Royce Hutchinson. They both are retired from full-time
positions in Law Enforcement. Doug retired from New Hampshire
Fish and Game. Royce retired from the Lancaster Police
Department
.
The Police Department has upgraded the computer and The State
has supplied us with programing that speeds up the paper work
required by law. This also gives the ability to cross check
cases with in our files with much more speed. This helps us
compare them with type of entry, items taken, and also days
of the week, ect.




Assaults (Sexual only 10) 29
Assistance to Ambulance 86
Assistance to Other Departments 162
Burglary 12
Bad Checks collected (amounted to $2440.46)






























Note: This number is for each person arrested, several had
more than 1 charge.
Respectfully submitted,
H. Lee Rice, Jr.
Chief of Police
DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION
22
LIBRARY REPORT
The Northumberland Public Library is pleased lo report that 1994 saw an increase in
patrons utilizing the many various types of materials provided by the library for both
educational and recreational use. Circulation of our material was 13,965 and we were able
to enhance our collection by borrowing for our patrons through interlibrary loan 587
additional books. Patrons registered rose to 1,550.
With the interest from the Irving Dice Trust Fund and the monies the town allotted for the
purchase of materials, we were able to purchase 530 books, 15 video tapes, and 15 books
on cassettes. Our large print collection increased by 24.
The D. Chandler Matthew's bequest is still providing our libraiy with updates on various
reference material as well as a new set of high interest low level books on the Civil War.
Do to the many oilier programs being held tluoughout town during the summer it was
decided to not have the summer reading program but to have several special story and
activity times being held throughout the year. The movie night continued through the
winter and was enjoyed by children and their parents as well.
The library purchased four new shelf units and with the help of a warrant article was able
to complete the window project.
We would like to extend a special thank you to local art teacher Ellen Gries and her
students for providing special displays of various art works to the library for the enjoyment
of our patrons.
On behalf of the staff, and the Board of Trustees I would like to take this opportunity to







Checking Account Balance December 31, 1993 $ 1963.73
Town Appropriation $43,800.00








Wages & Taxes $19,431.80







Equipment Maintenance 85. 00










Checking Account Balance December 31, 1994 5,861.22
***********************************
Certificates of Deposit - Balance December 31, 1994
Siwooganock Bank $88,345-91
Siwooganock Bank 14,291-64
Berlin City Bank 4,791-30
First NH Bank 30,638.74
Respectfully submitted




The Broveton Recreation Program experienced a
positive year with several activities both at the
swimming pool and recreation center.
The swimming pool had 351 children registered for
swimming lessons. This year the swim team had 33
participants and hosted a couple of swim meets. The
scores of all participants were recorded in the Summer
Sizzler Newsletter. There were also a variety of Fun
Days scheduled throughout the season.
The Arts & Crafts Program also had a great year
with a high participation level. The program averaged
90 children per day with one day having a turnout of
154 children. Five trips were offered and these trips
proved to be more successful than any other year. The
most popular trips being Santa's Village and the
Whale's Tail. Several other activities for all ages
were: bike trips, cookouts, pet shows, Summer Olympics
and even a campout in which 25 parents and children
parti cipa ted .
There is still a great concern for the structural
problems with the swimming pool. We continue to patch
and repair yearly, but really need to look toward a
permanent solution.
We would like to give a special "Thank You" to the
"Cans for Kids Program" which donated money for our
D.J.'s at the Annual Halloween Dance and to the several
businesses and individuals who donated to all of our
functions when approached.
It is our goal to provide the youth of Groveton
with the best programs and facilities we can.
Therefore, our biggest "Thank You" goes to the town
crew and residents who have offered their support, time
and ideas and continue to be our foundation for a
successful program.











REPORT TO DISTRICT ONE CITIZENS
JANUARY 1, 1995
As your Executive Councilor for this town and area, it is my
privilege to communicate with you in this District of 98 towns and
4 cities. The Executive Council is five in number and acts much
like a Board of Directors at the very top of your Executive Branch
of your State Government. Our authority extends to the approval
of contracts with out of state government organizations,
municipalities, individuals and businesses. The judges in the
judicial branch of your government all receive their appointment
by nomination by the Governor and confirmation by the Executive
Counci 1
.
All Community Development Block Grants receive final
approval by the Governor and Council. The Governor and Council
also act as the final approval on all Business Finance Authority
loans. Major docks and mooring fields in state waters also must
receive Governor and Council approval. There are dozens of Boards
and Commissions established by law that require Governor and
Council approval. There are 266 Commissioners and Directors of
the various departments that require nomination by the Governor
and confirmation by the Council.
As we look forward toward 1995, citizens and local officials
will be asked to bring forth recommendations for the 10 year
highway plan for New Hampshire. Public hearings must be held in
each of the five council districts. I plan to hold at least five
in this large northern district and will be asking the regional
planning commissions to assist in this process.
Other items to be on the look out for would be getting
applications for the some three million dollars worth of
transportation enhancement projects. Pluch of this money is
already obligated ahead. (Your local regional planning commission
can be of help in this area.) Ule in this district should be most
aggressive in applying for some of the 8 million dollars of
Community Development Block. Grant money through the Office of
State Planning (tel 271-2155) and your local tourist promotion or
Chamber of Commerce should be dreaming of ways to apply for the
some $600,000 in matching grant money for area promotion (tel 271-
2411 for more information).
Citizens, local officials and local businesses should also
be aware of the vast number of people in your state government who
are available and willing to provide technical assistance and
information for local and regional concerns simply by calling or
writing my office.
New Hampshire State Government is small enough and efficient
to provide friendly, courteous and timely service to those who
seek information, assistance and relief if such is a part of New
Hampshire State law and budget.
Should my office be of assistance within
Branch of your State Government please write or call
















The year 1994 has been a record project year for the Council. In
1994, we received approval for $3 million of EDA Title I
construction assistance for member towns and submitted a proposal
for another $1.5 million for a project in 1995. The $4.5 million
resulting from these projects will go a very long way toward
development of jobs in three of the region's growth centers. We
are working diligently to see another $5 million investment in
three other growth centers and development target areas over the
next three years from EDA.
The Council's Transportation Planning program continues to grow
in stature and accomplishments. In addition to completing a
regional bike-pedestrian plan this year, we coordinated a
regional transportation enhancement program which resulted in $2
million worth of innovative transportation projects being funded
in the North Country. We also provided major road and bridge
technical assistance to eight towns in cooperation with NH DOT.
Two additional towns received help with Road Surface Management
Systems, bringing the total number of towns in the region with
NCC RSMS programs to ten. This coming year will be busier than
last with the assembly of our Regional Transportation Improvement
Plan, Scenic Byways Initiative, Route 16 Corridor Study,
Statewide Transportation Modeling Study and numerous local road
and bridge projects.
In 1994 the Council hosted the second Annual Ingenuity Fair at
Bretton Woods. The Fair showcased the products of 100 North
Country manufacturers and was attended by 10,000 people. Our
third Annual Business Conditions Survey was mailed to 3,000
businesses across the region. The results of the survey provided
valuable insight into workers comp, credit availability, and
general business conditions in the North Country. The fourth
survey is being compiled at the time of this report.
The Council has also been involved in the design and development
of three recreation facilities across the region and has provided
engineering assistance for landfill closures, environmental site
assessments, large septic projects, road drainage and realignment
projects and water system installations in 12 different towns.
With funding from the Environmental Protection Agency the Council
was able to digitize hydric soils and high altitude satellite
image maps of wetlands for all 51 towns in the region. The maps
were distributed gratis to all towns in the region. The Council
provided floodplain management, and flood insurance technical
assistance to 7 towns this year and provided over 600 hours of
local planning technical assistance. We continued to provide
circuit riding planning assistance to two municipalities.
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Two multi-community programs were started, one involving four
communities, to begin a dialogue of use of the Moore Reservoir and
the Connecticut River, and the other involving twelve towns to look
at cooperative economic development in the central part of the
region. Community Development Block Grants were written for five
towns and all the grants were funded.
The Council has accomplished all these projects (and many more that
cannot be listed here due to space limitations), with a very small
staff. We are committed to staying as lean as possible. Staff
people on board that are available for regional activities are:
Preston Gilbert, Executive Director; Cathy Conway, Engineering
Coordinator; Claire Douglass, Planning Coordinator; James Steele,
GIS Coordinator; Sharon Penney, Transportation Planner; Liz Ward,
Small Business Development Coordinator, Berta Clark, Secretary; and
Marghie Seymour, Solid Waste Consultant.
The Council is your organization. We are membership based, and we
exist to respond to the needs of the region. On behalf of the
Board of Directors, I want to thank you for your involvement and





ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY REGIONAL REFUSE DISPOSAL DISTRICT
1994 ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT ACTIVITIES
1994 was the most successful year to date for the
Androscoggin Valley Regional Refuse Disposal District and
its marketing of recyclables.
The Materials Recovery Facility located on Route 110 in
Berlin processed 2366.50 tons of recyclables for the period
January 1, 1994 through December 31, 1994 for a net
marketing revenue of $96,605.19. This is a 46% increase in
marketing revenues over 1993. Materials were marketed for
the District by FERCO Recycling, Inc. of Berlin.
During the period November 1, 1993 through October 31,
1994, the fiscal accounting year for municipal solid waste
(MSW), 7835.34 tons of MSW were disposed of in District
approved landfills which represents a 1.02% increase over
the previous year. The cost of disposing of this waste at
a commercial facility other than Mt. Carberry would have
been $454,449.72. The District recycling rate for this
same period was 39%.
In February 1994, Robert Piatt retired as Administrator
Coordinator with over five years of involvement with the
organization and management of AVRRDD. Sharon Gauthier
the District Administrative Assistant was promoted to the
position of Administrator/Coordinator effective March 1,
1994.
In April 1994, Raymond Chagnon of Berlin was re-elected as
District Chairman. John Normand of Northumberland and
Joanna Fyon of Jefferson were both re-elected to the
positions of Vice Chairman and Secretary/Treasurer
respectively. Other District Representatives are Clara
Grover of Errol , Earl Wadsworth of Dummer, Bryan Lamirande
of Milan, Yves Zornio of Gorham, David Tomlinson of
Randolph, Diane Vinyard of Stark and Frederick King of Coos
County
.
In June 1994, the District conducted its third annual
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day which was held at
the Gorham Town Garage. 118 households participated in the
collection, a 40% increase over the previous year. The
project was funded through a charge of 50 cents per capita
for the population of each member municipality based on the
1990 federal census population count. The State of New
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Hampshire reimbursed the District at the rate of 25 cents
per capita after the collection was completed.
In August 1994, the District implemented an optional office
paper/ 1 ' junk 1 ' mail recycling program. "Optional* 1 meaning it
would not be part of a municipal collection program but
individuals could deliver their office paper/" junk" mail to
the Materials Recovery Facility directly.
The District ended 1994 with unaudited assets of
$918,342.37 which consisted of the Route 110 Materials
Recovery Facility, recycling equipment, land, miscellaneous
equipment, office equipment, operating capital and capital
reserve accounts. Liabilities were $525,000 which consists
of longterm debt to the New Hampshire Municipal Bond Bank
for money borrowed to build and equip the Materials
Recovery Facility. This is a ten year bond with the final
payment due in August 2001.
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Operating Capital (Cash on Hand) $130,286.73
Household Hazardous Waste Reserve 22,018.18
Equipment Capital Reserve 46,365.29
Landfill Closure Reserve 4,910.72
Landfill Longterm Monitoring Reserve 4,910.71
Landfill Environmental Upset Reserve 4,910.71
Land (Route 110) 47,754.00
Recycling Equipment 117,433.00





During 1994, the Administrator/Coordinator charged 1,360.35
hours of work completed to the District. 1,329 pieces of
incoming correspondence were processed and 1,628 pieces of
outgoing correspondence. 1,481 telephone calls were
received or made and 27,422 copies were reproduced on the






UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH & VERSHIRE CENTER-1994 FACT SHEET
UPPER CONNECTICUT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER:
Upper Connecticut Valley Mental Health & Developmental Services is a
private, non-profit agency serving an area from Pittsburg to Stark, NH and
bordering Vermont towns.
We provide out-patient menial health services including psychiatric
evaluations, psychological evaluations, medication evaluations and treatment,
24-hour emergency services, and individual and group treatment. The services
we provide are confidential. Standard fees are charged, buy may be adjusted
according to a person's ability to pay. Our Partial Hospitalization Program
provides day treatment for clients with chronic and severe mental health
problems
.
Residential services for developmentally disabled and/or mental health
clients are provided by Specialized Home Care/Individualized Service Options,
Apartment Supervision and Respite Programs.
From July 1993 to June 30, 1994, UCVHIIC provided the following services
to 118 Northumberland residents:
776 Individual Therapy Visits
435 Family Therapy Visits
85 Group Therapy Evaluations
62 Medication Evaluations
61 Emergency Treatment Visits
33 Psychiatric Evaluations
1,452 Total Visits TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES: $13,8013*
* We average about 59% collection of fees which are charged.
VERSHI RE CENTER
The Versliire Center has provided vocational training, sheltered workshop
and community-based job placements to more than 140 individuals over the last
15 years. Community employers have worked closely with the Center to provide
meaningful work opportunities for individuals with disabilities. In the past
five years alone, 85 people have been placed in the community job market
through Vershire's program.
Presently, Versliire Center has community programs operating at the
Balsams Hote] and Ethan Allen, as well as laundry service and custodial
programs serving 30 businesses in the Colebrook area.
The Vershire van travels more than 200 miles a day transporting clients
from Stark, St. ewartstown, and points in between for their individual training
programs.
TOWN DONATIONS: (Vershire Center S. UCVMHC combined)
The amount received from the Town of Northumberland 1994: $3,500.
The amount requested from the Town of Northumberland in 1995: $3,500.
We appreciate the support of Northumberland voters to allow UCVMHC and
Vershire Center to continue to provide easily accessible and quality
programming to serve residents experiencing mental health problems or with























































































































































BENNETT JAMES JR 55950
BENNETT JAMES JR 31900
BENNETT JAMES JR 9750

































































BREAULT JOANNE L 13800
BREAULT LEON 36100






BROOKS PHILBERT JR 40800
BROWER HOWARD 10533
BROWN ARTHUR 16750
BROWN C. N. 34000







BURT JEFFREY R 872
BURT NARY 8450
BURT RENE P 45300









































































































CUMMINGS C B & SON
CUMMINGS C B & SON
CUMMINGS HERBERT
23700 CUMMINGS NOELLA 8100
19500 CUNNINGHAM MARY JANE 33200
23200 CUNNINGHAM MARY JANE 21500
56850 CUNNINGHAM SHAWN 4000
56950 CUNNINGHAM SHAWN 10550
28450 CURRIER SALES 13750
5502 CURRIER SALES 107750
30800 CURRIER RICHARD 33600
19700 CURRIER STEPHEN 29500
17500 CURTIS ELLEN 16500
34150 CURTIS WOODBURY 28800
3700 DAIGNEAULT RONALD W 46950
18150 DAMON MERLE 2900
47350 DAMON MERLE 2550
48000 DAMON MERLE 4250
7500 DAMON MERLE 9250
15600 DAMON MERLE 40700
46650 DAMON MERLE 2800
32050 DAMON MERLE 48300
16400 DAMON PHILLIP W 63650
39300 DANKERS MARTHA W 560
30850 DAVENPORT FRANK 28050
14250 DEAN ROBERT 62650
11600 DEANBROOK VILLAGE 107200
8300 DEBLOIS RICHARD 3250
13000 DEBLOIS RICHARD 19950
72581 DECESARE PAUL 37400
1110 DECESARE PAUL 23700
31300 DEFOSIE HOWARD 1950
59000 DESAINDES BARBARA 40350
56179 DESAUTELS ANDRE 40250
1900 DESJARDINS ROSALEE 15700
350 DEYETTE JEAN B 45350
1950 DEYETTE JEAN B 2600
650 DICKER MARLENE R 66550
6100 DIFFENBACHER JAMES 26441
50850 DINGMAN AL 16150
5200 DINGMAN RONALD J 18200
3154 DOHERTY KATHLEEN 64020
33000 DOHERTY LAWRENCE 12400
40400 DOHERTY PATRICK L JR 19350
22700 DONNELLY RAYMOND 37650
25950 DONOVAN ELMER 17550
7350 DONOVAN JAMES 17450
28700 DOOLAN JAMES 39350
18050 DOOLAN MICHAEL 26850
17900 DORR EDWARD T JR 30400
29950 DORR ROBERT 20250
20650 DOWLAND BRYANT 14650
5950 DOWLAND EDWARD 40650
27900 DOWNING MALCOLM 35900
32800 DOYLE MARJORIE EST. 43700
39100 DOYLE MATTHEW A 5700
16400 DREW ETHEL 16850
25191 DROUIN BRENT 81100
54317 DUBE ARMOND J 16100





















































































































FOGG ALICE F 31600





FONTAINE NELSON S 45925
FONTAINE NELSON S 3150
FONTAINE RICHARD 8900









FYSH EUGENE A 27150
GADWAH DURWOOD H 33350
GADWAH VERN W 13850
GADWAH VERN W 30150
GAGNON ALAN 40450



























GILBERT MARGUERITE R 18500










GILMAN DOUGLAS R 41900
GIROUARD ARMAHD 35850
GLIDDEN WILLIAM 37150
GONYER JAMES D. 39300





























GREEN FREDERICK I. 14900
GREENE WILLIAM C 3113
GREENE WILLIAM C 155273







GROVETON FISH & GAME 9502
GROVETON HOUSING C 265500
GROVETON PAPER BD 103750
GROVETON PAPER BD 14550
GROVETON PAPER BD 90650
GROVETON PAPER BD 1649550
GROVETON PAPER BD 190500
GROVETON PAPER BD 130900
GUANGA JOAN 4900
GUAY LIONEL 25850
GUERIN RONALD T 50100






















HART EMOLLEEN L 26600
HART JOHN P 34300
HART KATHRYN 31300
HART LILLIAN 31600
HART RICHARD D 33450
HART ROBERT 38050
HARTLEN DONALD 26600













HEEKS DAVID E 97000
HELMS TRUST 3350
HELMS EVELYN 26900
HERSOM LYLE E 33250
HIBBARD CECIL H 19950
HIBBARD MAURICE C 27650
HICKEY RANDY F 21350
HIGGINS WILLIAM M 33900
HIKEL HARRY C 1058
HILL ROBERT 54250
HINKLEY KATHERINE S 41550
HOBART KENNETH 40000
HOBART KENNETH 64800
HODGDON ALLEN D 29250





























































55800 JOHNSON STANFORD 30450
5964 JOHNSTON ALEXANDER 13700
55800 JOLIN YVAN 28350
55894 JORDAN JOHN 19200
951 JORDAN RUBERTA 31845
24400 JORDAN RUBERTA 6032
13150 JOY LESLIE 30100
950 JOY LESLIE 63200
25900 JOY NANCY 12450
23950 JOY NANCY 15700
13650 JOYCE WILLIAM 7582
23750 KARL WAYNE 64400
14250 KARL WAYNE 28350
11100 KARL WAYNE 19950
21700 KEDDY DONNA 32550
41650 KEGELES GERSON 62050
41277 KELLY MICHAEL 48550
76998 KENISON DONALD 1000
18089 KENISON DONALD 21850
59150 KENISON ELEANOR 20250
17450 KENISON GREGORY 18400
34800 KENNETT BERNARD 32050
11850 KENNETT JOSEPH 40000
12500 KENNETT MILLIE 5950
7350 KENNEY THOMAS 19000
23250 KIMBALL RICHARD 27950
14450 KING LINDA 8050
39050 KING LINDA 34400
29850 KING THEODORE 28200
43100 KINGSLEY BRIAN 6300
25550 KINGSTON DURWARD 21900
54050 KNIGHTS IRMA 23150
12400 KREVETSKI ROBERT 41300
24750 KURIAKOSE DR. T. X. 1827
28650 LABOUNTY TIMOTHY 23150
47950 LABRECQUE BETHANY 7870
59600 LABRECQUE ELEANOR 17250
18550 LABRECQUE GERARD 41350
288241 LABRECQUE GERARD 6400
15050 LACASSE RONALD 53050
37200 LADD CHESTER 27900
8570 LAFERRIERE PAUL 21700
81550 LAFLAMME ROLAND 30150
6300 LAKIN ARLENE 15000
20250 LANDRY RAYMOND L 31730
13400 LANDRY RAYMOND L 63350
18150 LANG JAMES A 24650
43700 LANGKAU JOSEPH JR 17300
17700 LANGLEY DENNIS 16000
29250 LANGLEY GEORGE 69700
14400 LANGLEY PAUL 39800
41813 LANGLOIS DONALD 34750
61750 LANGLOIS DONALD 15800
13150 LANGLOIS DONALD J JR 22550
25850 LAROCHE DOLLARD 7250
13050 LAROCHE DOLLARD 16900























LQVERING NANCY 176 50
LOVETTE PAUL 6650
LOYAL ORDER OF NOOSE 436
LOYAL ORDER OF NOOSE 34300
LUFKIM DANNY 20250
LUNN GLENN J JR 52200




NACILVANE CLAIRE N 41850





MAJOR GILBERT R 49100






NANVILLE JANES A 17800
flARCEAU ENNANUEL 4893
NARDIN STEVEN R 10100
MARSHALL ANDREW 39900





NARSHALL HAROLD E JR 34400
NARSHALL HAROLD E JR 3700
MARSHALL HAROLD E SR 9112
NARSHALL HAROLD E SR 16500
































































































































MILES HERBERT JR 32600
MILES HERBERT JR 17850
MILES HERBERT JR 42700
MILES ZORA 27350




















N. E. TIMBER CO INC 3063
NELSON RICHARD 2262
NEW ENGLAND TEL 79150
NEW ENGLAND TEL 600
HEW ENGLAND TEL 450
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 11950
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 7263
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 4773
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 80539
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 52450
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE 4067











































































PARKS GREGORY 25800 RANCOURT ASSOC OF NH 8350
PARKS ROBERT JR 6450 REED MALCOLM 24650
PARKS ROBERT JR 12250 REED MALCOLM 21550
PARSONS REALTY CO 72650 REILLY RICHARD 17000
PATRICK DOROTHY 35500 REYNOLDS CLARENCE 45350
PATTEN CORP, N.E. 36555 REYNOLDS DANIEL 48150
PAUGH DEMISE 43050 REYNOLDS DANIEL 5500
PAUGH JOHN 44950 REYNOLDS EUGENE 32385
PEASLEE BERT 22050 REYNOLDS NANCY 43900
PEEL DAVID 33550 REYNOLDS ROBIN 40000
PELCHAT VIRGINIA 27400 REYNOLDS WILLIAM 58050
PELLETIER ARMAND 10900 REYNOLDS WILLIAM 8200
PELLETIER KERRY 21150 RICE H LEE JR 22300
PELLETIER RANDALL 33300 RICE HARRY LEE 53700
PENDLETON D I ANNE 27850 RICE VERNICE 13800
PENNEY AMELIA 18100 RICH JOHN 35100
PENNEY ROBERT 24950 RICH LEO 33250
PERLZAK FRANK 39741 RICH ROZE 17250
PERRAS DEMISE 18950 RICHARDS FRANK 21650
PERRAS LUMBER 7387 RIENDEAU GASTON 3096
PERRAS LUMBER 3611 RIENDEAU GEORGE 32750
PERRAS TRUST 62100 RIENDEAU MONA 63850
PERRAS TRUST 74550 ROBERGE ROLAND 22250
PERRAS REAL 357336 ROBERGE ROLAND 14100
PERRAS ROBERT 73450 ROBERT YVON 18053
PERRY LOUIS 14100 ROBINSON C J 98376
PETERSEN LORRAINE 16300 ROBINSON EDMUND 33200
PHELPS FREDERICK 6300 ROBINSON FREDERICK 38600
PHILLIPS MICHAEL 28921 ROBINSON MAURICE 39500
PIASECKI LEON 16750 ROBINSON RICHARD 21550
PINEAULT ESTHER 27100 ROBY FRANCIS 17900
PINETTE DENNIS 38000 ROBY RACHEL 18900
PINETTE PHILIP 18550 ROCHEFORT RICHARD 51150
PINETTE ROBERT 34700 RODAS LISANDRO 7250
PITTS HERBERT 49348 ROGERS JOHN 10832
PIVIN ROBERT 40750 ROGERS JOHN 10589
PLATT CLYDE 19900 ROGERS JOHN 25441
PLATT HADLEY 34650 ROGERS JOHN 2594
PLUMKETT ESTATE 35692 ROGERS JOHN 2341
POND WILLIAM 15400 ROUTHIER BERNARD 14293
POTTER HOWARD 24600 ROUTHIER BERNARD 34933
POTTER J RICHARD 40400 ROUTHIER BERNARD 38636
POTTER J RICHARD 4164 ROUTHIER GERARD 66000
POTTER LEROY 24450 ROWDEN RALPH 32700
POTTER RANDY 45300 ROY OMER 16850
POWER HOUSE SYSTEMS 718250 ROY WILFRED 14700
POWERS CLIFTON 40450 RUSS DORIS 18650
PRATT DAVID 24750 RUSS DORIS 8750
PSNH 2500 RUSS DORIS 15100
PSNH 3052900 RUSS DORIS 14100
QUAY ROBERT 952 RUSS DORIS 3500
QUAY ROBERT 909 RUSS-STROUT DORIS L 36850
RAINVILLE FREDERICK 36650 RYAN JANA 9250
RAINVILLE FREDERICK 21450 RYAN JOHN 1800
RAMSAY GORDON 51700 RYAN JOHN 47350
RAMSDELL RICHARD 18150 RYAN JOHN 38720
RANCOURT ASSOC OF NH 10600 S & W MARKET 170000
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1994 PROPERTY VALUATIONS
SANBORN C DEAN 50200 SHELL ROBERT 57674
SANBORN JAflES 20800 SMELLING CLIFFORD 14350
SANEL ALFRED 25100 SPAULDIMG RAYMOND 17900
SARGENT DONALD 38764 SPAULDING SHIRLEY 28750
SAVAGE EDWARD 15000 SPRAGUE WILLIAM 10375
SAVAGE FRANK 2492 ST CYR RICHARD 28950
SAVAGE JANES 31600 ST FRANCIS XAVIER 255450
SAVAGE JEFFREY 14650 ST FRANCIS XAVIER 285500
SAVAGE RUFINA 13656 ST MARKS 82100
SAVAGE TIMOTHY 23600 ST ONGE MICHAEL 36450
SAWYER HOLLIS 26950 ST ONGE PAULINE 28050
SAWYER RICHARD 26250 ST PIERRE ROBERT 24650
SCHROENROCK CLAIRE 64400 ST TIMOTHY'S CHURCH 15100
SCOTT KEEHE 29500 STACEY DONALD 1177
SCOTT SHERYL 19350 STANFORD JEFFREY 32350
SCOTT SHIRLEY 32850 STANTON GEORGE 36800
SCROGGINS ROGER 32200 STETSON CARL 20000
SHALLOW RIVER PROP 36600 STEVENS DOROTHY 23300
SHANNON FRED 28600 STEVENS GEO M &. SON 24500
SHANNON IVAN 23450 STEVENS HAROLD 13465
SHANNON KATHY 13200 STEVENS HAROLD 42550
SHANNON OTIS 27500 STEVENS ROLLAND 24350
SHANNON ROLAND 23050 STEVENS ROLLAND 30800
SHANNON VERN 18250 STINSON ROBERT 23000
SHATNEY HAROLD 31500 STOHL KRISHNA 39600
SHEDD BRIAN 21300 STONE DONALD 16000
SHEDD BRIAN 19300 STONE DONALD 16200
SHELTRY RICHARD 51550 STONE NICHOLAS 33900
SHOFF EVELYN 24450 STROUT ROGER 23250
SHORES HEIRS 43848 STYLES BRIAN 17800
SHORES HEIRS 37 STYLES MARK 39150
SHUFELT DAVID 21000 STYLES PEARL 31900
SHUFELT EDWARD 30550 STYLES ROBERT 46350
SILVER ROBERT 59450 SULLIVAN HERBERT 5850
SIMINO ROGER 57850 SULLIVAN JOHN 39300
SIMINO ROGER 14714 SULLIVAN MIKE 36450
SIMONDS ARTHUR A 56150 SWIFT MILLARD 37250
SIMONDS ARTHUR L 51350 SWIFT SYLVIA 22600
SIMPSON ARTHUR 34500 SYRIAC CYRILLE 27205
SIMPSON DEBORAH 28950 TARDIFF ALBERT 14350
SINGER RONALD 8650 TAYLOR JOHN 13750
SIWOOGANOCK GUARANTY 156950 TAYLOR WALTER 50350
SLADE FREDERICK 20000 TETREAULT BRADLEY 41400
SLOAT BRUCE 1628 TETREAULT BRADLEY 1700
SLOAT BRUCE 1909 TETREAULT DAVID 40200
SLOAT NARY 97280 TETREAULT JOSEPH 31850
SLOCUN PHILIP 13000 TETREAULT LAWRENCE 31300
SMITH DAVID 10650 TETREAULT RAYMOND 35100
SMITH FRANCIS 34850 TETU CHARLES JR. 9450
SMITH FRANCIS 2600 THERIAULT ARLENE 23050
SMITH FRANCIS 2449 TILLEY ANITA 28550
SMITH FRANK 45500 TILLEY ANITA 15150
SMITH HANSEL 15700 TILTON CHANNIE 31650
SMITH MERLE JR 2400 TILTON FLORENCE 19200
SMITH ROBERT 32050 TIPPITT WARREN 18300
SMITH RONALD 32350 TISDALE CECIL 39350

















































WEBSTER RICHARD SR 53850
WELCH BERNARD F 32650
WELCH \f. MERLIN 44500
WEMYSS JAMES C JR 259120
WEMYSS JAMES C JR 29839
WEMYSS JAMES C JR 759
WEMYSS JAMES C JR 5750
WEMYSS JAMES C JR 5450
WEMYSS JAMES C JR 300













WILD RIVER CORP 56772
WILKINSON PAUL 60350
WILLARD BETTY ANN 39550
































PRECIMCT D J 0.3
~r«^ x F? (=* T E£ S
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
SCHOOL 27.84 30. 56 33. 50 31 .78 29.39 27.64
TOWN 7.32 10.28 8.67 7.79 6.63 9.85
COUNTY 4.09 4.71 5.51 6.04 5.36 3.91
PRECINCT .72 2.04 . 12 .37 .62 .25
TOTALS 39.97 47. 59 47.80 45.98 42.00 41 .65
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF NORTHUMBERLAND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994



































TERRENCE P. BEDELL, SR
.
GINA L. ANDERSON




LESTER J. HAKEY II
LYNE N. MONTMINY
JAMES D. MOFFETT


























































BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF NORTHUMBERLAND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1794
DATE NAME PARENTS
*SEPTEMBER 6 ETHAN KYLE EMERSON BRIAN & IRIS EMERSON
FEBRUARY 6 JONATHAN ANDREW FONTAINE RICHARD & VICKI FONTAINE
JACOB MICHAEL BRADY CHRISTOPHER & JOYCE BRADY
BRITTANY ROSE ROBINSON EUGENE & DARLENE ROBINSON
CORA LYN HOLMES JAMES & PATRICIA HOLMES
NATHAN KYLE FOGG ROBERT & KAREN FOGG
ALEXANDER DAVIS JOHNSTON ALEXANDER & DEMISE JOHNSTON
JACOB DANIEL CASSADY DONALD & LARISSA CASSADY
PAUL ROBERT FRIZZELL
SEPTEMBER 22 ROBERT LEE HANNING
OCTOBER 6 ASHLEY LYNNE MUNDELL
OCTOBER 8 SAMANTHA JEAN CROSS







JULY 21 ROBERT & PAMELA FRIZZELL
CHESTER & BARBARA HANNING
PAUL & CYNTHIA MUNDELL
MICHAEL & DONNA CROSS
HERBERT & CATHY ROBY
NOVEMBER 29 RANDEE DAWN PELLETIER RANDALL & DAWN PELLETIER
NOVEMBER 30 KYLE JOSEPH RAINVILLE FREDERICK & CYNTHIA RAIMVILLE
DECEMBER 8 ERICA NICHOLE LANGKAU JOSEPH & PAULA LANGKAU
DECEMBER 26 BRENDON JOSEPH CHARBONI!EAU TIMOTHY & LORA CHARBONNEAU
* ERROR IN 1993 REPORT
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF NORTHUMBERLAND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994













































State of New Hampshire
Town of Northumberland
To the inhabitants of the Town of Northumberland, Coos County and
State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Groveton High School
Ryan's Auditorium in said Town on the second Tuesday in March
next, March 14, 1995, to act upon the subjects hereinafter
mentioned. You are hereby warned that on said date and place the
polls will be opened at 10:00 in the forenoon and will remain
open until 6:00 in the afternoon for the reception of your
ballots under the Non—Partisan Ballot System. You are also
hereby warned that on said date and place at 7:00 in the evening
the matter of appropriations and such other business properly
coming before said meeting will be taken up for your
consideration and action.
ARTICLE 1.* To choose by ballot the following Town Officers for
the ensuing three years: One Library Trustee, one Selectman,
and one Trustee of Trust Funds.
ARTICLE 2.* To choose by ballot the following Town Officer for
the ensuing two years: One Selectman.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 for Sta-North Development Corp. ( .01 on tax
rate) ( Inserted on petition of voters)
/
/ ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,425 for the purpose of supporting the Lancaster
District Court Juvenile Diversion Program. (Inserted on petition
of voters) (.03 on tax rate)
ARTICLE 5. To authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint a
committee of 6 to study and report back with their completed
report for the feasibility of constructing a town office and
police department complex. One selectmen to be on
board .( Inserted on petition of voters)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to ban the use of
ertilizers that contain human waste. ( Inserted on petition of
voters)
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,050 for the Groveton Youth Bambino Program. Would
be used to cover accident, liability insurance, tournament and
registration fees. (Inserted on petition of voters) (.02 on tax
rate)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500.00 for the Community Christmas Organization.
(Inserted on petition of voters) ( .05 on tax rate)
V
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to take the Contract
Funds received from surrounding towns for services provided and
ilso, the surplus over and above the budget that is received for
services provided for our town, and put this sum into a Capital
feserve Fund to be called Ambulance Purchase Fund- ( Inserted on
petition of voters)
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,500 to purchase a blood pressure machine for the
Ambulance Corp. ( Inserted on petition of voters) (.10 on tax rate)
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will approve the use of $2, 000. op
from the "Forest Maintenance Fund" by the Conservation Commission
for Boundary Line maintenance and bushhogging old fields for
wildlife habitat improvement on the Bag Hill Town Forest.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,800 to purchase a trailer mounted sewer Jet system
for the Sewer Department and to authorize the withdrawal of funds
from the Northumberland Sewer account.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $12,434 for the purchase of a new police cruiser and
dispose of the present one. An additional sum of $4,566 will be
drawn from encumbered funds and trust fund. (.26 on tax rate)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1 ,397,398 which represents the bottom line of the posted budget.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Selectmen to appoint all other officers as required by law.
ARTICLE 16. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
other officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 17. To transact any other business that may be legally
brought before said meeting.
























4130 Executive 80,255 75,489 85,681
4140 Election, Registration, & Vital Statistics 3,600 4.346 3.300
4150 Financial Administration 8,450 7,288 8,800
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 3.200 3.398 5.200
4155 Personnel Administration Pica, Etc. 39,950 39.849 39.410
4191 Planning and Zoning 1,800 1,609 1,700
4194 General Government Building 9,350 8.965 9,500
4195 Cemeteries 11,200 11.019 11,400
4196 Insurance 108,850 104,759 112,518
4197 Advertising and Regional Associations 2.735 2.914 2.871
4199 Other General Government
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police 125,460 122,000 130,660
4215 Ambulance 23,600 22.633 33,000
4220 Fire 500 500
4240 Bldg. Inspection
4290 Emergency Mgt. 500 322 500
4299 Other Public Safety (including Communications)
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets 160.100 119,726 159,900
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 26.000 26.262 28,000
fieneral Hiehwav 41.475 42.120 41.960
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection 35,620 35 T 760 35.620
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 94,700 93.482 87.630
4326 Sewage Collection and Disposal 76,999 76.999 g^n-fifi
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
4332 Water Services 118,000 106 T 349 149.650
4335 Water Treatment
HEALTH
4414 Pest Control 500 90 500
4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals 17,46s 17,345 17,465
Sen i or fii t i z en
s
13 T 000 13.000 13,000
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 7,000 4,856 7 r 000
4444 Intergovernmental Welfare Payments ?"R35 ?,8?5 2,950
4445 Vendor Payments


















Sub-Totals (from page 2) 1,013,134 943,405 1.071.715
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recreation 39,400 39,529 45,600
4550 Library 43,800 43,800 43,800
4583 Patriotic Purposes 400 357 400
4589 Other Culture and Recreation
CONSERVATION
4612 Purchase of Natural Resources




471 1 Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes 115,000 115.000 115.000
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds & Notes 126,857 126.725 111.383
4723 Interest on TAN 10,000 5.746 8 t 000
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4901 Land and Improvements
4902 Mach., Veh., & Equip.
4903 Buildings
4909 Improvements Other Than Buildings
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4912 To Special Revenue Fund
4913 To Capital Projects Fund




491 5 To Capital Reserve Fund
491 6 To Trust and Agency Funds
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
HELP! Wc ask your assi?







le following: If you have a line item of appropr
-rant article, please use the space below to ideal






icli is made up of appropriations
ake-up of the line total. We hope
office.
Amt.
* * Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen * *
These amounts are not included in the recommended column.

























3185 Yield Taxes 17,000 7.QQS 8.000
31 86 Payment in Lieu of Taxes 14.000 13.159 13,000
3189 Other Taxes Bank Tax 35 35
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 34,ooo 41,242 30,000
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 2 t 000 2,950 3,000
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 151,000 l8l,430 164,000
3230 Building Permits 700 770 750




3351 Shared Revenue 182,936 182,936 182,936
3353 Highway Block Grant 34,qo? 34,903 36,673
3354 Water Pollution Grants Sewer i<3ii 14,403 13,S33
3355 Housing and Community Development
3356 State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement 3,013 3,013 3,000
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) Gas , PF 4,100 S,30S 4,S00
FROM OTHER GOVERNMENT
3379 Intergovernmental Revenues Tree Gra It 1,750
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401 Income from Departments 3S,000 43,21S 36,000
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 19,000 27,203 2,000
3502 Interest on Investments "15,000 6,964 7,000
3509 Other R P funds, DTvi.ripnrlR_.X-. P33 'he. 29 ; 800 31,492 10S.000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund
3913 Capital Projects Fund
3914 Enterprise Fund
Sewer — 74 ,000 81 ,138 83,699
Water — qi ,700 103,388 149,650
Electric —
3915 Capital Reserve Fund ?.?nn ?,poo 2,200
3916 Trust and Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
General Fund Balance
Unreserved Fund Balance
Fund Balance Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining to Reduce Taxes
For Municipal Use
< $ > XXX XXX XXX
< $ >
$ XXX XXX XXX
$ "58.200 98,000 98.000 58,200
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 833. 897 8Q3. 4S8 915,147
*£rr/er in this column the numbers which were revised and approved by
Tolal Appropriations
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Pre
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and




BUDGET OF THE TOWNOFI Northumber:Land ,N.H.

SUMMARY OF 1994 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
MARCH 8, 1994
ARTICLE 1: ELLEN GRIES ELECTED TO 3 YEAR TERM OF LIBRARY TRUSTEE.
JOHN NORMAND ELECTED TO THE 3 YEAR TERM OF SELECTMAN.
LORNA FOGG ELECTED TO THE 3 YEAR TERM OF TRUSTEE OF
TRUST FUND.
ARTICLE 2. ALLAN MERROW ELECTED TO THE 2 YEAR TERM OF MODERATOR.
ARTICLE 3. NANCY MARSHALL ELECTED TO THE 6 YEAR TERM OF SUPER-
VISOR OF THE CHECKLIST.
ARTICLE 4. THE TOWN MANAGER PLAN WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 5. PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE WAS PASSED.
ARTICLE 6. PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE
PROGRAM ORDINANCE WAS PASSED.
ARTICLE 7. THE SECOND PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE NATIONAL FLOOD
INSURANCE PROGRAM ORDINANCE WAS PASSED.
ARTICLE 8. THE 100% TAXATION METHOD OF PAYMENT FOR THE WATER BOND
WAS PASSED.
ARTICLE 9. PURCHASE OF NEW RADIOS FOR THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT WAS
PASSED.
ARTICLE 10. SUPPORT OF THE LANCASTER DISTRICT COURT JUVENILE
DIVERSION PROGRAM WAS APPROVED
ARTICLE 11. PURCHASE OF A NEW AMBULANCE WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 12. AMBULANCE RESERVE FUND WAS PASSED AS AMENDED TO
INCLUDE ONLY THOSE CONTRACT FUNDS RECEIVED FROM
SURROUNDING TOWNS FOR SERVICES PROVIDED.
ARTICLE 13. REPLACEMENT DOORS AT HIGHWAY GARAGE WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 14. REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AT THE PUBLIC LIBRARY WAS PASSED.
ARTICLE 15. FUNDS FOR THE EAGLE'S NEST WERE APPROVED.
ARTICLE 16. A $5000 INCREASE IN TOTAL BUDGET FOR THE PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT WAS PASSED.
ARTICLE 17. FUNDS FOR GROVETON YOUTH BAMBINO WERE APPROVED.
ARTICLE 18. A 3% RAISE FOR FULL TIME TOWN EMPLOYEES WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 19. THE BOTTOM LINE OF THE POSTED BUDGET WAS PASSED AS
AMENDED TO $1,350,091.00.
ARTICLE 20. WATER JET SYSTEM FOR WATER DEPARTMENT WAS PASSED OVER.
ARTICLE 21. AUTHORIZATION FOR THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO APPLY FOR,
ACCEPT AND EXPEND MONEY DURING THE FISCAL YEAR WAS
OBTAINED.
ARTICLE 22. AUTHORIZATION FOR THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO INCUR
DEBTS DURING THE FISCAL YEAR WAS OBTAINED.
ARTICLE 23. AUTHORIZATION FOR THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO ADMINISTER
AND DISPOSE OF ANY REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY TAX COLLEC-
TOR'S DEED AT PUBLIC SALE WAS PASSED AS AMENDED.
ARTICLE 24. AUTHORITY FOR SELECTMEN TO APPOINT OTHER OFFICERS WAS
APPROVED.
ARTICLE 25. REPORTS OF OFFICERS WERE PRESENTED.
ARTICLE 26. NEW BUSINESS:
* SLUDGE DUMPING OFF ROUTE 3 NORTH
* AMBULANCE REPLACEMENT EVERY 4-5 YEARS
* AMBULANCE FEES REVISION
* WORKING ABILITY OF LEACH FIELD
* VALIDITY OF VOTE ON ARTICLE 8
47
GROVETON VILLAGE PRECINCT
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUND
Trust Fund December 31, 1994 $11,496.96
COMMISSIONER'S REPORT FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1994
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1, 1994
State of New Hampshire



























New & Replacement Equipment
F i remen ' s Payro 1
1






Deposited to Trust Fund
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
























To the inhabitants of Groveton Village Precinct qualified to vote in Precinct affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Groveton High School Ryan Memorial Gym in said
Precinct on Monday, March 6, 1995 at 7:00 p.m. for the transaction of the following
business:
ARTICLE 1 To choose by ballot a Moderator to preside over said meeting.
ARTICLE 2 To choose by ballot a Precinct Commissioner for a period of three years, a
Precinct Clerk for the ensuing year, a Precinct Treasurer for the ensuing year, and for
other officers, agents, and auditors for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3 To see if the Precinct will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,000.00
which represents the bottom line of the listed budget:
1. Care & Repair of Trucks & Equipment $8,000
2. Electric Power 1,350
3. Fuel 3,000
4. Telephones 2,000
5. New & Replacement Equipment 8,500
6. Firemen's Payroll 8,200
7. Fire Prevention & Training 3,500
8. Repairs to Building 1,100
9. Radios & Maintenance 2,000
10. Insurance 6,000
11. Miscellaneous 600
12. Officers Salaries 750
$45,000
ARTICLE 4 To see if the Precinct will accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-b authorizing
the Precinct Commissioners indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
Commissioners to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the Precinct
meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal, or other government unit or a private
source which becomes available during the fiscal year? This authorization will remain in
effect until rescinded by a vote of the precinct meeting. (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE 5 To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Precinct Commissioners to
accept gifts of personal property, other than cash, to the precinct for any public
purposes. This authorization in accordance with RSA 31:95-e shall remain in effect until
rescinded by a vote of the precinct meeting. (Majority vote required).
ARTICLE 6 RSA 35.1 To see if the voters will authorize the Precinct Commissioners to put
up to $10,000 into the Fire Truck Trust Fund. The sum of $5,000 to come from revenues
received from fires outside the precinct and $5,000 to be taken from surplus funds of the
overall budget. (Recommended by the Precinct Commissioners).
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDSTAND IN SEAL THIS FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1995
&L- XZZ?T7^,^^S Bradley Tetreault
c=Z^fryL^.^A ( Af^i.^^t+^i Frederick Robinson




SCHOOL DISTRICT OF NORTHUMBERLAND




David Hurlbutt - GenePetryk
Scott Merrow - CarlLadd
Superintendent of Schools
Alfred W. St. Cyr - Tel. 636-1437
Sandra Call, Secretary




Frederick Bailey - 636-1619
Diane Tetreault, Secretary
Elementary School Principal















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of
Northumberland, qualified to vote in district
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet in Groveton High
School Ryan Gymnasium in said district on Tuesday,
March 14, 1995, at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon to
act upon the subjects hereinafter mentioned. The
polls will be opened at said place and date from
10:00 o'clock in the forenoon for the reception of
your ballots under the non-partisan ballot system.
Polls will not close before 6:00 o'clock in the
evening
.
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following
district officers for the ensuing year: a
moderator, a district clerk, a district
treasurer, two members of the school board for
the ensuing three years
.
Given under our hands at Northumberland this 24th














STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of
Northumberland, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Ryan
Gymnasium of Groveton High School in said district on
Tuesday, March 21, 1995, at 7:00 o'clock in the evening
to act upon the subjects hereinafter mentioned.
1. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
To see if the district will vote to accept the
provisions of the Federal and State Lunch Programs
and to appropriate such funds as may be available
to the district under such programs as may be
determined by the school board. Further, to see if
the district will authorize the School Board to
make application for such funds and to expend the
same for such programs as it may designate.
Shall the school district accept the provisions of
RSA 198:20-b providing that any school district at
an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescision of such
authority, the school board to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by the school
district, money from a state, federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year?
To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Million, Twenty-nine
Thousand, Seven Hundred Thirty-nine ($3,029,739.00)
Dollars for the support of schools, for the payment
of salaries for the school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory
obligations of the district. (This amount does not
include any other warrant articles.)
52
To see if the district will vote to approve the
cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Northumberland School
Board and the Groveton Support Staff Association
(custodians and cafeteria workers) which calls for




and further to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand, Five Hundred Fifty-six dollars ($1, 556 . 00)
for the 1995-96 fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase
in salaries and benefits over those of the
appropriation at current staffing levels paid in
the prior fiscal year. The school board recommends
this appropriation.
To see if the district will vote to approve the
cost item included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Northumberland School
Board and the Groveton Teachers Association which
calls for the following increases in salaries and
benefits in Appendix B (coaches) and Appendix D
(other co-curricular positions) ;
Xe_ax Estimated Increase
1995-96 $1.00
and further to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Dollar ($1.00) for the 1995-95 fiscal year, such
sum representing the additional costs attributable
to the increase in salaries and benefits over those
of the appropriation at current staffing levels
paid in the prior fiscal year. The school board
recommends this appropriation.
To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate up to Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00)
to be added to the expendable general fund trust
fund previously established for the purpose of
repairing and maintaining the school buildings and
to authorize the use/transfer in that amount from
the June 30, 1995 fund balance for this purpose.
The school board recommends this appropriation.
53
8. To transact any other business that may lawfully
come before said meeting.




BOARD Scott Me rrow
Carl Ladd
Dorothy Crosby
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Grzelak and Company, P.C.
P.O. Box 8
Laconia, New Hampshire 03247
To the School Board
Northumberland School District
Northumberland, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the
Northumberland School District, Northumberland, New Hampshire, as of
and for the year ended June 30, 1994, and have issued our report thereon
dated September 9, 1994. In our report, our opinion was qualified because
of a departure from generally accepted accounting principles for the
omission of the General Fixed Assets Account Group.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards, Government Auditing Standards, issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States, and the provisions of Office of
Management and Budget Circular A- 128, "Audits of State and Local
Governments." Those standards and OMB Circular A- 128 require that
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the general-purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general-purpose financial
statements of the Northumberland School District, Northumberland, New
Hampshire, for the year ended June 30, 1994, we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the
purpose of expressing our opinion on the general-purpose financial
statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of the Northumberland School District, Northumberland,
New Hampshire, is responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal
control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments
by management are required to assess the expected benefits and related
costs of internal control structure policies and procedures. The objectives
of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable,
but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use of disposition and that transactions are executed in
accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to
permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any
internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and
not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future
periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the effectiveness of the design and
operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal





Revenue, receivables and receipts
Expenditures for goods and services and accounts
payable
Capital expenditures
Grant and similar programs
General Requirements
Political Activity; Davis-Bacon Act; Civil Rights; Cash
Management; Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Management, Federal Financial Reports; Allowable
Costs/Cost Principles; Drug-Free Workplace, and
Administrative Requirements.
Specific Requirements
Types of services allowed or unallowed
Eligibility
Matching, level of effort, and/or earmarking
Special reporting requirements
Special tests and provisions
Claims for Advances and Reimbursements
Amounts Claimed or Used for Matching
For all of the applicable internal control structure categories listed above, we
obtained an understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures
and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed control
risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might be material
weaknesses under standards established by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a reportable condition
in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control
structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that
errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
general-purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be
detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of
performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the
internal control structure and its operations that we consider to be material
weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the use of the School Board and state and
federal regulatory bodies. However, this report is a matter of public record
and its distribution is not limited.








Foundation Aid $ 858,878 $ 869,842
Area Vocational School 5,000 5,000
Vocational Projects/Block Grants 21,500 21,500
School Lunch Revenues 145,000 145,600
Tuition 280,000 320,000
Driver Education 1,500 4,653
School Building Aid 10,437 11,073
Interest 1,500 2,000
Other Local Sources 24,961 25,000
Federal Forest Land 588 47 9
Unreserved Fund Balance 74,204 40,000
District Assessment 1,557,890 1,584.592
TOTAL REVENUES AND
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $2,981,458 $3,029,739
SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY
ALFRED W. ST. CYR - 1993-1994
Northumberland School District's Share $34,571.00
Stratford School District's Share 10,789.00
Stark School District's Share 7. 140.00
TOTAL $52,500.00
BUSINESS MANAGER'S SALARY
Peggy L. Goodale - 1993-1994
Northumberland School District's Share $18,516.00
Stratford School District's Share 5,779.00
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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
As we look back at another year, we also focus our
sights on the future. We are reviewing the curriculum to
make it stronger, more relevant, and certainly more effec-
tive. This ongoing process affects all of our students as
well as the community at large. We want our graduates to
enter the 21st century well-prepared.
We continue to work at improving the buildings. At
Groveton High School, the roof over the business wing was
replaced. This completes the roofing for all areas of the
building. At Groveton Elementary School, most ceilings were
lowered in the primary wing, thereby reducing the noise
level and improving energy efficiency. A facilities commit-
tee is studying the possibility of making the building
handicapped accessible.
The Northumberland School Board has worked diligently to
provide an excellent education for students while practicing
fiscal restraint both at the district and SAU level. The
school board also has set up a technology committee to
ensure that our students are not shortchanged in the field
of technology.
The school board and educators in Groveton are
committed to a unified goal, i.e. to provide excellence in
education for all our children.
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
The student enrollment figures for grades 7-12 remain
stable. The September 1994 enrollment was 286 students,
compared to 282 students in September 1993 and 27 9 students
in September 1992. The largest grades are seventh, eighth,
and ninth.
Members of last year's graduating class are pursuing
varied paths toward their futures. Of the thirty-five grad-
uates, 53% are going on to further education, 15% have
entered the military, 21% are employed, and 10% are at home.
College majors will lead to such careers as engineering,
business education, nursing, elementary education, drafting,
paralegal studies, criminal justice, journalism, elec-
tronics, medical laboratory science, and political science.
Once again, we extend our appreciation to Max York, the
Groveton High School Alumni Association, local businesses,
and individual donors for their generous scholarship
support
.
This past summer, Groveton High School participated in a
Summer YouthWorks program funded by the NH Job Training
Council. Thanks to the diligent efforts of Mrs. Carol
Frizzell, twelve at-risk students from Groveton and
Stratford were able to receive job training skills along
with applied classroom instruction. Some of the students in
the program did construction and carpentry projects for the
Groveton Recreation Center and the Eagles Nest; others
worked for Meals on Wheels and at the Country Village Health
Care Center. As a result of our efforts, the NH Job
Training Council presented Groveton High School with an
Exemplary Program Award.
Groveton High School is also fortunate to have a Student
Assistance person two days each week to provide individual
and group counseling to young people with drug and alcohol
related problems. Funding for this program was made avail-
able through a grant written by Mrs. Nancy Joy.
Thanks to the efforts of Mrs. Arlene Theriault and her
staff, the breakfast program continues to be successful.
Many students take advantage of the breakfast program each
morning, and they have indicated how pleased they are to
have the opportunity to eat prior to the start of the school
day.
Our school system is very cognizant of the need to
better prepare our students to meet the challenges of the
21st century. A technology committee has been formed to
examine our current technological status and to articulate
desired student performance skills in grades K-12. The
committee will be presenting recommendations for program
implementations and curriculum changes to the school board
later this school year.
The staff and administration of Groveton High School are
committed to providing a quality education to the young
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people of Groveton. We remain thankful to the parents and
citizens of Northumberland for their continued support, and
we look forward to working with the community to make our






REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
The staff, students, and administration would like to
thank the parents and citizens of Groveton for their con-
tinued support.
The 1994-95 school year started with a September enroll-
ment of 283 children in grades K-6. This enrollment figure
compares to 272 children in 1993 and 267 children in 1992.
The present elementary facility, which was constructed
in 1908 with a 1959 addition, is being used to full
capacity. The K-6 classrooms and services are located from
the basement area to the third floor. In addition, we con-
tinue to rent space at the Methodist Church for a second
grade and our Chapter I program. The present building and
the Methodist Church provide space for fifteen basic class-
rooms for K-6 programs, art, music, Chapter I, and special
education rooms. In addition, the school has smaller rooms
for the library, speech instruction, nurse's office, read-
ing, guidance counselor, and office space. The cafeteria,
kitchen, boiler room, and storage areas are also located in
the 1908 building.
The Northumberland School Board and Dr. St. Cyr estab-
lished a building/facilities committee for the 1994-95
school year. The committee consists of school board
members, citizens, administrators, and school staff. The
mission of the committee will be to study and report on the
current and future needs of the Groveton schools . The
committee will also study the issues of health and safety
codes, accessibility for the handicapped, and instructional
program needs
.
The New Hampshire Educational Improvement and Assessment
Program was implemented for all third grades in May 1994.
During the month of May, all third graders in the State were
tested in language arts, mathematics, and a writing sample.
During the past three years, New Hampshire teachers, adminis-
trators, parents, business people, and community leaders
worked together to create curriculum frameworks in English/
language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
The frameworks identify what students should know and be
able to do at the completion of grades 3, 6, and 10. The
assessment tools will evaluate students' ability to meet the
new standards. The third grade results were reported to the
school and parents in November 1994. The results will pro-
vide our school with information for school improvement
efforts and help guide decisions about curriculum, resource
allocation, teacher training, and staffing.
During the past several years, our school has developed
a timetable to implement the recommended programs of the
Minimum Standards for Public Schools. Starting with the
1994-95 school year, we developed a written plan for a
guidance program and hired Mr. Michael Axelrod as our first




During the 1993-94 school year, a committee of teachers
from the elementary school and high school reviewed and
revised the K-12 language arts curriculum. The new K-6
Language Arts Curriculum Guide was implemented during the
1994-95 school year. The guide contains a scope and
sequence chart and grade level list of the writing, reading,
speaking, and listening skills for children in grades K-6.
Groveton Elementary School provides an appropriate educa-
tion for educationally handicapped children. The school
provides eligible children with a variety of services and
programs to include resource rooms, speech and language
therapy, psychological counseling, testing, and occupational
therapy. Our special education process has placed greater
emphasis on identification and early intervention for pre-
school special needs children.
The present Chapter I program is a federally funded
program for children in grades K-6. The program provides
tutoring for children in reading, writing, spelling, and
mathematics. Approximately fifty children receive about
thirty minutes a day of small group tutoring in the skill
areas of language arts and mathematics. During the summer
of 1994, Chapter I also provided a summer program for six
weeks to reinforce reading, writing, and mathematics skills.
Mrs. Vicky Bailey, our reading specialist, and Mrs. Joan
Kipp, a first grade teacher, have been trained in a special
reading project called Reading Recovery. Reading Recovery
is an early, individual, short-term intervention program for
the lowest achieving children in the first grade. The goal
of the program is to enable children to make accelerated
progress and to become competent, independent readers in
twelve to twenty weeks. In addition, Mrs. Bailey provided a
number of services to support our children and staff in the
area of reading. The service includes assessing student
needs and interpreting test results, providing direct
instruction to students with reading problems, offering
reading enrichment, and serving as a resource person for the
staff on new reading materials and techniques.
During the past few years, the school has implemented a
plan to correct fire code violations. During the summer of
1994, the elementary school purchased and installed the
remaining sections of the sprinkler system. At this time,
the 1907 building and 195 9 addition are covered by a
sprinkler system.
Other summer renovation projects included carpeting
three classrooms, placing suspended ceilings in classrooms
and hall areas of the 1959 building, and painting classrooms
and hall areas. In addition, new tables were purchased for







GROVETON HIGH SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY
The philosophy of Groveton's Junior-Senior High School is a
statement of general understandings of values and an
analysis of the concepts which express the school
community's fundamental beliefs.
As such, we believe that learning is:
-a lifelong process;
-a concerted effort;
-intimately related to all factors of culture;
-concrete as well as abstract;
-a sensory experience which develops motor, cognitive,
and effective skills;
-a process of discovery, understanding, realization, and
adjustment that is necessary for survival, self-
fulfillment, and a sense of purpose;
-a result of experiences and interactions with one's
environment;
-a right, a challenge, and a responsibility which
students must accept;
-facilitated by competent instructors.
We believe that the following goal statements encompass and
promote the philosophical beliefs of our school community.
We seek to provide
:
-quality facilities, materials, and resources;
-programs (academic, vocational, cultural, social, and
athletic) which address our philosophical beliefs;
-an adequate number of competent, certified
administrators and faculty, as well as a conscientious
support staff;
-comprehensive student services which include guidance,
health, food, and transportation;
-avenues for effective communications within the school;
-a process to encourage community awareness;
-a process to encourage community involvement;
-financial support for programs, staff, and facilities;
-an effective system for recording and reporting student
participation and achievement;
-policies which address our philosophical beliefs.
Specific objectives, consistent with these goal statements,
are included in each curriculum guide
.
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RIGHTS OF PARENTS OR GUARDIANS
As the parent or guardian of a child who may require or who is
receiving special education and/or related services, you have the
following rights
:
*You have the right to have access to and examine all records
relating to your child's education.
*You have a right to receive prior written notice whenever the local
education agency proposes to begin or change the special educational
referral, evaluation and/or education placement of your child. You
also have a right to give your written consent before initial special
education placement and before any individual evaluation of your
child.
*You have a right to question any matter, decision, or recommendation
relating to your child's referral, evaluation or educational
placement
.
*You have a right to request an independent educational evaluation
obtained by the local educational agency. If your request is
accepted, the evaluation will be conducted by a certified or licensed
professional examiner who is independent of the local educational
agency and will be performed at no cost to you. Should your request
be denied, you have a right to appeal this decision as described
below.
*If you have any complaints regarding the referral, evaluation or
educational placement of your child, you have a right to meet with
the school board. If any agreement is unable to be reached, you have
the right to an impartial hearing conducted by a state appointed due
process hearing officer.
*At this hearing, you have the right to be assisted by person (s) with
special knowledge or training, or by an attorney, and the right to
present evidence and confront, cross-examine and compel the
attendance of witnesses.
*After this hearing, you have the right to a written or electronic
verbatim recording of such hearing. You have the right to obtain
written findings of fact and decisions of the hearing at no cost.
*If the decision of the impartial hearings at the local level is not
acceptable to you, you have the right to appeal this decision to the
State Board of Education or Civil Court.
During any of the hearing or appeal procedures, your child shall
remain in the current education program, or if applying for initial
admission to the public school, shall be placed in a regular program




1993-1994 YEAR END REPORT
SCREENED 407 - Students screened for height, weight,
vision, and hearing
297 - Students screened for blood pressure
175 - Students screened for scoliosis




2 - Blood Pressure
PHYSICALS 194 - Total number of physicals
70 - Athletic physicals
96 - 4th, 7th grade & other physicals
28 - Pre-school physicals
IMMUNIZATIONS 74 - Total number of immunizations given
32 - Measles, Mumps, & Rubella - Grade 6
42 - TD's - High School
EARLY INTERVENTION VISION & HEARING SCREENING- 28
PRE-SCHOOL VISION & HEARING (NH DIV. OF PUBLIC HEALTH)- 17
HEARING RE-CHECKS- 2
HEADSTART VISION, HEARING AND BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENINGS- 2 6
EVALUATED BY THE SCHOOL NURSE
603 - Elementary Students
217 - First Aid
386 - Other Complaints
150 - High School Students
40 - First Aid
110 - Other
PROGRAMS
Growing Up Series - Grades 5 & 6




GRAHF. PT.AP1gMF.TJT PHAP.T - AHC-ITST 31. 1004
Elementary Building Thomas Monahan, Principal
Beth Taylor, Secretary
Grades K 1 2 2 A 2 £ Total
Home Study 1 1 2
Barbara Wheelock 34 34
Joan Kipp 21 21
Claire Senecal 19 19
Patricia Stinson 7 13 20
Ellen Vashaw 20 20
Deborah Joyce 19 19
Kathryn Treamer 20 20
Helen Martin 24 24
Pearl Emery 24 24
Margaret Forest 21 21
Paul Hawley 22 22
Alison Billings 19 19
Larry Guile 12 _1&
34 48 33 40 48 43 37 283
Michael Axelrod, Guidance
Vicky Bailey, Reading Spec.
Andrea Bernard, Special Ed.
Dorothy Meunier, School Nurse
Nancy Phillips, Special Ed.
Kerry Pelletier, Custodian
Greg Ledger, Custodian
Valerie Collins, Cafeteria Director
Patricia Akesson, Library Aide
Bonnie Daigneault, Duty Aide
Cheryl McVetty, Duty Aide
Shelley Paquette, Duty Aide
Melinda Kennett, IEP Aide
Michele Ladd, IEP Aide
Heather Dicker, Speech Aide
Geraldine Major, Chapter I Tutor
Terri Woodward, Chapter I Tutor
*********************************
High School Building Fred Bailey, Principal
Diane Tetreault, Secretary
Grades _7_ _a _9_ 12 11 12 Total
53 54 63 38
FACULTY
47 32 287











Gary Jenness, P. E.
Nancy Joy, Home Ec.
William Joyce, Ind. Arts
Craig Kosinski, Bus. Ed.
Michael Lynch, Math
Kathleen Marshall, Vice Principal
Librarian/Media Generalist
Dorothy Meunier, School Nurse
Thomas Ordzie, English
Tamera Ripel, Math/Comp.
Louis Russ, Ind. Arts
Cathleen Twomey, Res. Rm.
Rebecca Vachon, Bus. Ed.
Kathie Westby-Gibson, Science
Charlene Wheeler, Science
Aides: Judith Crawford, IEP/Library Aide




Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
Public Law 92-318
Subpart A, Section 86.8 of Title IX requires public
notification that the Northumberland School District does
not discriminate in their educational programs, activities
or employment practices on the basis of race, language,
sex, age or handicapping condition under the provisions of
Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972; Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; and the Education of All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975. The Northumberland
School District hereby notifies students, parents,
employees, and residents that complaints and grievances for
noncompliance with any of the provisions of Title IX are to
be referred to:
Alfred W. St. Cyr






SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION
ACT OF 1973
Applicants for admission and employment, students,
parents, employees, sources of referral, and all unions or
professional organizations holding collective bargaining or
professional agreements with School Administrative Unit No.
58 are hereby notified that the districts of SAU #58 do not
discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin,
gender, age, or disability in admission or access to, or
treatment or employment in, their programs and activities.
Any person having inquiries regarding the compliance of
School Administrative Unit No. 58 with the regulations of
implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973























Statement of changes in Fund Balance





























C^L_EE:MD^»F? OF MLJM I C I F^f^L D <^» T E: S
ELECTION OF TOWN AND SCHOOL OFFICIALS:
Tuesday, March 14, 1995 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.N. at
Ryan Memorial Gymnasium
ANNUAL TOWN BUSINESS MEETING:
Tuesday, March 14, 1995 7:00 P.M. Ryan Memorial
Gymnasium
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT BUSINESS MEETING:
Tuesday, March 21, 1995 7:00 P.M. Ryan Memorial
Gymnasium
AMBULANCE CORPS: First Wednesday of each month
CONSERVATION COMMISSION & FOREST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE:
As called by their respective chairperson
FIRE DEPARTMENT:
First Monday of each month at 6:00 p.m. at the
Groveton Fire Station unless otherwise scheduled
by the Fire Chief
GROVETON SCHOOL BOARD MEETING:
Third Wednesday of each month at 6:30 P.M. at
Groveton High School library or as posted
LIBRARY TRUSTEES MEETING:
Six times per year as called by their respective
chairperson
PLANNING BOARD:
First Monday of the month at 7:00 P.M. at Groveton
Town Office
SELECTMEN'S MEETING:
Second and fourth Monday of each month at 7:00
P.M. at Town Office or as posted
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST:
As published preceding each election at Groveton
Town Office
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
As called by the chairperson
MUM I C I F^^iL. MOLID^tVES
Memorial Day May 31, 1995
Independence Day July 4, 1995
Labor Day September 4, 1995
Thanksgiving Day November 23 & 24, 1995
Christmas Day December 25, 1995
New Year's Day January 1, 1996
83
IMPORTANT Di^TES TO REMEMBER
APPLICATION FOR CURRENT USE ASSESSMENT EXEMPTIONS:
Are available at the Selectmen's Office. Must be
filed on or before April 15, 1995.
PROPERTY TAX APPEALS:
An appeal must be made in writing to the Board of
Selectmen within 60 days of receipt of final tax
bill .
WARRANT ARTICLES BY PETITION:
Must be submitted to the Selectmen 35 days prior
to Town Meeting
RABIES CLINIC FOR DOGS AND CATS: March 23, 1995 5:00
P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
DOG REGISTRATIONS: On or before April 30, 1995 ( RSA
466: 1)
CURRENT FEES
male or female: $9.00
neutered or spayed: $6.50
special fee for elderly residents: $2.00
PROPERTY TAXES DUE: July 1, 1995 and December 1, 1995
WATER AND SEWER FEES DUE: July 1, 1995 and December 1,
1995
RERMIT REQUIREMENTS
The following regulations are in effect in the Town of
Northumberland and applications are available at the
Town Office. Approval of permits is required.
AMUSEMENT DEVICES LICENSE: Application to Board of
Selectmen
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION: Application to the Board of
Selectmen
JUNK YARD LICENSE: Application to Board of Selectmen
LAND USE (ZONING) ORDINANCE: Application to Zoning
Board of Adjustment
RAFFLE PERMIT: Apply at the Town Office
SUBDIVISION REGULATION: Application to Planning Board
84
NOTES
NOTES
NOTES
NOTES
NOTES
NOTES
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